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SANITIZED COpy 12 August 1969 

DCIBRIE~ING FOR 
8/14 NSCMEETING 

>' 

COMMPNIST" CHINA" , 

I. The long--postponed Chin~'~e.~dc;mmuni.st: Ninth Party' 
'" ~. • •• .",> 

Congress; which.me,t" 1:hfd~gh :mos·t· .o~ 'Apri~, ,does' 
.,. 

not seem to have r~s'Olved,many'of China's mass:i.ve 
'.c ,., • 

political problems. 

A.. Some, of these pr'oblems .. are' long-standing, ones" 

but many are a direct legacy ,.of', that: peculiar"' 

phen?menon which the, Chinese Communists call 

the Cultural, Revolution., 

B. It, has been ~.ituatio·n in: which' the 

regime has, in effect, b~eri~ondacti~g revolu~ 
" 

tion against i tself~' This resulted in almost 

three years of the mast'violent kind of political 

turmoil, whicl\ at times 'brought China, to the 

brink of anarchy., . 

II. Let me overs~mplify)or. the sake of tr)"ing to ex

plain what,the Cultural Revolution was' all about: 

A. It had its origin in' a' wide range., of cpmplex 

factors, but Mao Tse-tung'unqu~stionably played. 
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the central role in setting off the upheaval.· 

SANITIZED COPYI. Mao believed the Chinese revolutionfhis 
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revolution/-was running into the~~~nds. 

Revolutionary enthusiasm and elan had been 

lost. 

a. Bureaucratic buck-passing and inertia:. 

were·, growi:p.g. Technical experts were 

vying with "revolutionary'" generalists 

for authority in making decisions. 

b . The problems o·f moderni zing " . a h'l,lge, 

over-populated and.backward country· 
\ 

were growing rather than decreasing. 

2·. Mao apparently felt himself 'to be in

creasingly at odds with many leading 

members of the Chinese regime. He feared 

their -IIlore:",::pJ;:actical, hard-headed solu

tions would lead to a society like that 

of . the Soviet unionfo~e he .believe.s i·s 

fat and slothful in pursuing a revolu-

tionary ideal. 

a. He even came to believe that they' 

were i:.r~ing to treat .him like a 

"revered elder" whose advice was 

sought but not acted upon. This 
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feeling was partly paranoia, partly 

justified. 

Bs .~ Mao's answer to these problems was an attempt 

to rekindle the, "revolutionary" fervor that had 

helpe~ bring him to power. ' 

1. He 'had apparently developed an almost m¥stic 

faith in the power of permanent revolution 

conducted Qy mobilized and indoctrinated 

masses, and sought by this means to counter

act growing cyn~cism and prevent Soviet

style revisionism from infecting China. 

2. Having decided·::·that:~the party· machinery 

had gotten stodgy.and could not be counted 

on to maintain revolutionary spirit and:· 

policies a£ter he was gone, Mao set out 

in late 1965 to purge the Party leaders' 

so that he could replace them with more 

reliable, more revolutionary successors. 

3. His chosen instrument to,underc~ the 

authority of these party leaders was the 

-3-
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great mass of ¥outh in China; who were 

named the Red Guards. 

C·~. It did not, of course, work out ~uite as Mao 

must have expected. 

1. The Red Guards, once they had been' turned 

on and turned loose·, were· often unpredict-

able· and uncontrollable. 

2. Some· of the Old Guard Party leaders~

particularly the provincial bosses far 

from Peking--saw not only· their jobs 

but. their·lives. endangered,/and fought 

back. 

3. Those who. were moderate· or neutral in the 

conflict(administrat~rs'and 'f::echnicians, 

who had, to get t~e job dbne--like Premier 

Chou. En-lai '. and many of the military com

mandersf-were ooncerned that China would 

collapse ,:i,nto complete ·chaos. Their ef

forts to check' the excesses of the Cul-

tural Revolution :produced the on-again, 

off-again;pa:ttern of its 'history. 

-4-
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D. While the Cultural Revolution was at its 

height, the level of violence rose and fell 

like the fever chart of a malaria patient. 

1. At times. there were factional clashes in 

ci ty after city which put hundreds in ;L. .. 

their graves and thousands in hospitals. 

a. We have over~ead photography that 

showed newly dug machine gun pits, 

communication trenches, and blook-

aded railroad· lines in' a city deep' 

in the. interior of China. 

b. At one .point, ·the world watched with 

amazement as mutilated bodies floated 

down the Pearl River o~t· of China 

past Hong Kong .. 

2. As these periods' of vi'olence and chaos in 

the cities rose to a peak that seemed to 

bring. ChiAa to the brink of civil war, 

the army was called in to restore order 

and given sufficient leeway to bring' 

about a shqrtp~rlLod of quiet. 

a. Thus the "January typhoon" in 1967 waS 

followed by the February and March "re-

versal of verdicts." The bloody summer II i v..... . 
. S .. ".l.(C) 
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of 1967 was followed by a much longer 

and calmer fall and winter. 

Since the spring and sUmmer of 1965r1 

when violence again rose to a peak al-

most equal to the' .dreadful summer. of 

1967y!relative calm has fallen on the 

scene~' 

3. To achieve this calm, the regime.had to send 

P-e" .r...:. 1-5(e) 

out .clear orders that Red Guard violence was 

to end, by. mili tax-y _force g ~ecessary • 

a. In most pl.ace~l· the military carried out 

these orders with· gusto., . anq. Red Guard 

organizations were banned. 

b. Vigilante group~ organized by military 

provincial authorities cracked student 

heads wft;h a vengeance, and many old 

scores were apparently settled by of

ficials previously under Red Guard 

attack. 

c.. The students arena longer being 

treated as the apple of Maola·eye, 

and many have been sent to ·the coun

trystde to army-run state farms. 

-6- SANITIZED' COpy 
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Mao did achieve one of his 
SANITIZED COpy 

primary goals during . -
the Cultural Revolution he purged an impressively 

long list of top leaders whom. he. thought were op-
_"" :e __ 4 t • ,*q "_.,_. 'A .,tY, .... ~ .• 

posing him and pis ideas .. ::...-_--:;; __________ ...... w 

A. This is only the frosting on the poison cake 

he has baked, however, since the damage done 

to ···the political and economic fabric of China 

was significant .• 

1. The party apparatustla fundamental insttu~ 

ment of control pa1nstakingly built up dur

ing the past three decades,/has been: shat

tered and its authority destroyed. 

2. Government machinery was very ha±~ hit, and 

in many areas £,or a.everal years barely functioned .. ' 

3. The· a~,/the only organization left 

reasonably intact~~has been thrown into 

unfamiliar political work for which it 
I 

is ill: equ~fped. ,Al~ough general~y loyal 

and 'resp~nsive to: orders from Peking, many 

units have been deeply involved in divisive 

political disputes--a situation that can 

only dismay high-ranking professional officers. 

-'''-
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Disruptions connected with the Cultural 

Revolution have adversely affected the 

economy. Although we cannot be sure 

exactly how much damage was done, ... it was' 

a major setback. I shall discuss this 

aspect briefly a little later. 

5. Public discipline and probity, once the 

, ~ 

pride of the regime, have deteriorated and 

petty crime flourishes in major Chinese 

cities • . ~ -
IV. Now Mao, aided by a new cast of characters in 

lead,ing roles, is trying to repair the damage/done. 

But the task will be a long and difficult one. 

A~ The Ninth, Party Congress elected a new Central' 

Committee and PQli~uro to support Mao;l~nd 
confirmed Lin Piao, who was, hcllid picked "by the 

Vet Ie. 1.5 (e) 

old man himself, as his successor. 

o 

1. This new leaders.hip will probably prove 

fairly stable in the short run, but dif

ferences in outlook and interests persist. 

a. Policy disputes have. been muted, but 

not eliminated. These continuing dif

ferences seem to be adding to Peking's 

difficulties in taking a firm, unambiguous 

-8- SANITIZED' COpy 
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stana on its many intractable 
SANITIZED' COpy 

domestic problems. 

B. Since the Congress. was held, Peking has been 

emphasizing the theme of internal unity. 

l~ Efforts are being made to rebuild the 

party apparatus, but progress is slow 

and painful. 

a. Channels of command and communication 

are not yet fully open an4 there are 

endemic disputes over which old party 

members are to be "rehabilitated" 

and which Cultural Revolution ac-

tivists are to be absorbed into the 

party. 

2. The Revolutionary committees~which over 

the last three years have emerged ~s 

the new administrative and political 

organs of authority at the pr.ovincial 

and'local levels;lare not yet operating 

effectively. 

a, Committees at all levels appear to 

be split into factions. Individuals 

and g~oups within the committees sometimes 

-9- SANITIZED: COpy 
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seem to be concentrating more on 

strife th~n on their assigned work. 

b. Bec~use relationships between the 

committees and the party machine 

and the military authorities are not 

fully worked ,out, there are frequent 

jurisdictional disputes and political 

power plays. 

C. As a result of the confusions of the Cultural 

Revolution, some political and administrative 

power has devolved from Peking to the provinces 

and lower levels. 

1. In the largest sense, however, Peking 

still. calls the shots. There is no 

~ ~ developi~g warlordis~ 

2. Powerful provincial figurest'mostly military 

men;Lare attempting with some success to 

make their influence felt, in Peking, 

rat~er than tr¥ing to go their own ~ay 

without reference to the central authorities. 

'D. To add to the continuing con,fusion, remnants 

of rival Red Guard groups renew their fac- • 

o tional f'ighting from time to time. 

SANIT'IZED COpy 
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1. The most severe fighti~'g"'nas persisted ..... ... 

in western Chin~, where the Red Guards 

are still fairly powerful. 

2. Nearly all parts of China have been af-

fected. In recent months at least a 

dozen proVinces,Lscattered throughout 

the country~haVe experience~ clashes. 

3. The fighting is sporadic, however~ Nowhere 

has it reached the proportions of 1967 and 

1968. 

In the face of these difficulties, Peking has 

cut back on some radical social programs i1;laugurated 

last autumn. 

A. Efforts tq radicalize the educational and 

health systems have slowed, but have not been 

entirely abandoned. Other~ ~programs introduced 

in the past year have also been put on the back 

burner. 

B. A campaign to send large numbers of city 

residents to the countryside is still in full 

swing. 

1. Almost fifteen million people may have 

already been affected. 

-11-
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2. This campaign is meeting resistance. 

The regime is countering it by claiming 

the population movement is part of China's 

"war preparations." 

C. The theme of. preparin'I for Y'~.=F. ~.~~~,,,,,~~2E ....... R~l~x=~ 

over and over again in rece~t weeks, but it ..... ,~~.~""'~- ......... *.~ ........ " 
seems largely a device to h~~p Aunify_~~_~~ 

~ry, rather than a genuine effort to prepare "'-~ ________ """' _______ ' _.~. ___ '1.--......... ... 'I~ ... ~-

for hostilities • 
•• 

1. There hav~ been no efforts at mobilization 

or other indications that Peking is ex-

pecting an early military emergency,. 

to 

Neither the current d.rive for "unity,1nor the 

cutback in radical social prOgramS~iS likely 

'solve qili'ckly~the :adinin'i"e~tra tiv.:e, , and acmes'tic 

, ,)..ems:caused' by th.~ CuI tura-l" Revo,lutibn"~' , 

prOb"'~ 

A. To summarize the pre~ent status:;, the "'regime"" 

seems to be temporizing with many of its 

problems rather than facing them head-on. 

B. The animosities of the Cultural Revolutio~ 

persist and will continue to do so for some, 

time .. 

-12-, 
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China's administrative machinery_is still 

out of kilter, and will require strenuous 

efforts before it is fully operative again. 

D. Far from having restored "revolutionary 

~lan," the Cultural Revolutiqn has led to 

a greater degree of cynicism and lassitude 

than existed in China before it began. ~ 

SANJOlfD. 
{l.. S&.c, 'I. sec) 
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Although Peking has, as I indicated a moment ago, 

slowed its radical domestic programs, it'has not 

let up in its campaign of vilification against the 

Soviet Union. 

A. The Ninth Party Congress elevated the USSR~ 

in ~t l! no~' ~ 1E slogan--to the position 

of China's number one enemy. 

1. The Soviets have been attacked on almost 

every conceivable ground since the Con-

gress. Although the tone of these propa

ganda a,ttacks is no' longer as emotional 

as it was immediately after the Ussuri 

border incidents last March, it is still 

very shrill. 

2. Peking continues to maintain its formal 

claim to large areas of Soviet territory 

in eastern Siberia. This claim is purely 

formalisticfChina does n~t expect to re

cover'the territoryfbut Peking will not 

abandon the claim unless ~1oscow admits 

the land was seized "unjustly." 

B. Nevertheless, the talks at Khabarovsk~abOut navi~ 
gation problems on the Ussuri and Arriur border 

BANITI 0 
SANITIZED :COpy lie..- Sc..:. 3.5«) 
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riversfreached 

August 8the 

.·S·orne· agreement· on 

15 ThIS Chinese have also rep'ortedly sen't· a 

delegati~n,.: . to'.'Moscow 'foro trade talks. 

2. These developments suggest that Peking 

does not wish the inflamed border situa-

tion to get out of hand. 

3. Wh{le both sides appear to be willing to 

reach some temporary accommodation on 

such matters as river navigation, neither 

is likely,to compromise fundamental posi-

tions. 

On the border itself, minor clashes and. dis-

putes continue.j but·. none has approached the 

scale of incidents at Damansky Island op March 

2nd and 15th. 

1. Minor clashes have gone on for some years. 

The difference is that both sides now seem 

willing to publicize them. 

2. They are not likely to escal'ate without a 

specific d.ecision to do so from either 

Peking or Moscow. 

-1.9-
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3. Peking has shown.no particular eagerness 

since March to fan the fires deliberately, 

but the Chine·se. do. appear willing to allow 

the incidents to continue. 

4. Questions of national prestige could lead 

to an intensification of a ~elatively minor 

incident, .. so the situation on the border 

doasremain ··pot.entially ·explosive·.· 
. ' ',' t 

Peking' has made little effort to match the exten

sive Soviet militarY buildup, now totalling :some' 

30 . gro'un'd . fo.rc'e di.visions;· in the' b.order regions'. 

A. The Ch.inese have' . made some impro.vements in air 

defense, and have transferred a few aircraft 

to the lightlYr Idefended Sinkiang area. Chinese 

ground force concentrations, however,.' remain 

some distance from the border in essentially 

defensive posture. 

B. There is little evidence that Peking expects an. 

imminent attack by Soviet forces. 

1. The. 'Chinese probably have a fairly good 

IANI11lfB idea of the extent of the Soviet buildup, 

~y .s-. ~. S (c.) al though their intelligence collection 

-16 ... SANlnZED COpy 
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effort ag~ins,t the'USSR' is' ,not .;is sophisti

cated as that of the Sov.iets: ,'against China. 

c. Peking has displayed ~omes;i.gns'of, nervo,usness 

in recent weeks,' however.', , 

'1. Their willin'g:r:ies,s ,'to,d,oma to' ,8:n agreement 
. . . . 

on, the border river riav:i,gationtalksis an 

indication of their mood. In. l'9 67., they 
\ . .'. 

deliberately' broke: o.ff:s,irnilar 'tatks, 

rather than rea.o.hany ,.a:c:cornm:odation, \tdth, 

the Soviets. 
, . 

2. "Xhe "war preparations", ',theme ,l;.'ecently 
. . ',' : '., ... :.... '. 

sounded' i,n' Chines~' propa'gandci:' .is another , . . : . . 

although Pekingnas :~~'en'onlymininial 

mili tary steps to 'rn~et ,this 9oritingi:mcy. 
. '.. . . . .' . . \ . 

'IX. The Chin~se cont.inue t,o~$aot,' sha.rpi~ ,in propaganda 
. . . . . . 

terms' to 'Soviet p011t,i;oai"ini~iati.ves aimed ,at 

"containing" Peking. 

A.' They have 'roundl.y co-rtd~mned Br'e~hnevi s ' 
i 

'-17 ... ' 
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pact, but their diplom~tic efforts to 

counter this ploy have been in relatively 

low key. 

B. Peking'is continuing to promote the for-

C. 

mation·in foreign countries of pro-Chinese 

splinter Communist parties, but this too 

isa low-key ef~ort. 

It is almost certain that there will be no 

significant easing· of Sino-Soviet tensions 

in the next several years'. 

1. Conf Ii cti;;g. na tiona'lin teres ts I competi

tion for leadership of the Communist 

movement~and genuine fear of each other's 

intentions will prevent a rapprochement. 

2. Even border problems will probably not 

be resolved to any significapt degree in 

the near future. 

Chines.s E90nomy 

X. The Chinese economy received a major setback from 

the Cultural Revolution, and recovery is now pro-

ceeding only slowly. Unlike the .. leap forward cam-

paign of 1958, the aims of the cultural revolution 

-18.
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were political and social, not economic:.in nature. 

Th.is movement was the source of wide-spread, often 

,violent change, which seriously aff,ected the per-

formance of the economy. 

A. Considerable declines occurred in industrial 

production, transportation, and forqdgn trade 

in 1967 and early 1968. Graduai recovery be

gan last sutcuner!along with the restoration of 

order in the country (and 'hasco~tinued up to 

the present. 

1. Industrial. production, declined substantially 

in, 1967 and early 1968. Recove~ beginning 

late in 19.68, brought total production for 

the year sligh tly ab.ov~ the' level, of 1967. 

The peak level of 1966 will probably be re-' 

gained this, year, unless political' turmoil 

again interferes. 

B. Agriculture felt, the impact of tPe cultural rev

olution much less ,than the urban economy. Food 

consumption levels nationally in recent'years 

have been reasonably adequate, and of course 

w:e11 above the low levels of'l960-61. 

SANITIZED COpy 
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1. Imports of g+ain and chemical fertilizer 

continue to make important contributions 

to maintenance of food supply levels. 

C. China's economic outlook remain~ ~ncertain 

because it" depends so greatly on whe-til.er, when 

and to what extent a number of Mao's radical 

experiments are put into effect. Without seri-

ous disturbances, ~e economy should, continue 

to recover andfas plp.nning becomes more stabil-

i'l.e(lfgo on to .. ~ S'l~W' expansion. ' 

1. The Cultural :Revolution's disruptions of 

economic planning and management are tak

ing some time·'to remedy, and this has hin

dered ,progress in many of the 'modern' sec~_, 

tors of the economy. 

2. ,Nevertheless, continued expansion of China's 

small, mili tary-oriente,d heavy industry can 

be expected. 

. SAN/nZED COpy 
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XI. Despite some disruptions caused by the Cultural 

Revolution; the Chinese have managed to continue 

with their, advance~ weapons program. 
~~ .. 

A. Late ~w1nter, preparations appeared to be 

under way for anoth~r nuclear test at the Lop 

Nor range. We . then,' estimated that a test could 

occur before the· end of June. We have no later 

information, hqwever, and the status of prepara-

tions is now unclear. As far as we know~, . a 

nuclear test could occur at. any time. 

B. The' chemical separation plant at the· Yumen 

plutonium facility is app.roaching· completion. 

C. Work preliminary to· the actual testing phase 

continues on the ICBM program. 

o. On the other side of the ledger, we have yet 

to detect any depaoyment of the Chinese 1,000-

mile MRBM, which we judged to be r~ady for opera

tional deployment two years ago. They· are just 

beginning the long-expected production of TU-16 

Jet medium bombers, and may be about to start 

on MIG"2ls. 

XII. Our estimate has been that. if the Chinese began -. 

flight tests for an ICBM system before the end 

-"21- . SANITIZED COPY. 
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of ~is·· year, they could have an :!-ni tial . opera

tional capability by late 1972. 

A it In the light of China's inexperience!i ts 

limited technical and scientific base,~and 
the possibility of continuing political dis

ruptions !the development is likely to take. 

longer--perhaps·as much as another two or 

three years. 

B. But assuming the earlie.st possible initial 

operational date of late 1972, it is doubtful 

that the Chinese could achieve an operational 

ICBM force of more than 10 to 25 xp;issiles by 

1975. 

C. Construction and modification· is still under 

way at. the two launch pads of Complex B at 

the Shuang ... chenq-tzu.missi,le test range •. 

1. 

. 2. 

Modification of the smaller pad, originally 

finished in rnid-1967, is. nearly complete. 

We··believe that ICBM· ·testing could be con

ducted as soon as the missile is ready. 

Construction of the larger launch pad (WhiCh 

appears to be for a space system rather than 

an ICBM ,(is about one year from completion. 

SANITIZEO·COPY· 
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D. Work on the missile ~rograrn is also moving ahead 

at some of the production facilities. 

1. A large missile systems··.test tower at the 

2. 

Nanyuan guided missile plant, near Peking, 

has been extended in height from about 120 

feet to approximately 165 feet. It now ap

pears larger than· would 'be required for an 

ICBM, and may be designed for space vehicles 

as well. 

At a solid fuel rocket motor test facility 

in nort~ern China, a seqond large horizontal 

test cell is nearing completion. Both of 

the test cells at this facility appear de

signed for handling static firing tests of 

medium to large solid-propellant. rocket motors. 

XIII. China's Air Force is the fourth largest in the -
world, but it is' primarily a defensive force, with 

a very limited capability for strategic attack. Its 

f.i.ghter air~raft'are not the most. modern, but the 

large" numbers give China some air defense capability. 
U-~.J.S(c'····· 

I :i.. • .. The Chinese now have about 2,700 jet fighters, 

most of which date back· to' the earlyl9S0s 

when the Soviets gave them large numbers of 

MIG-lSs and MIG-17s. These are roughly com-

pal;'able tq U. s. F-.84 
and F~86 jets. SANITIZED COpy 
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1. They now produce their own version of the 

MIG-19, and have about 825 of them. 

2. They have only a handfulfabout 30fof 

modern MIG-2ls, which they received from 

the USSR. 

B. The Chinese long range pomber force is severely 

limited. It has about 15 or so medium bombers, 

of which five are jets. The others are old 

piston engine TU-4s--almost identical to our 
, 

World War II B~29. 

c. The .only effective bombing force is the fleet. 

of IL~28 jet light bombers, which have a· combat 

radius of about 550 miles and can carry about 

three tons of bombs. 

1. Even· this force is declining.' Originally 

China had about 450 of these light jet 

bOmberS~b~t since the Chinese have pro

duced none, and received none from- the USSR 

since 1959,!thiS force ·is· now down. to· 

about 250 to 275 .operational aircraft. 

XIV. GOmI'(lunist China has' a prpgram to produce new air-
.. ....-. .....,.,... 

~raft, but it has· not geared up as fast as we had 

expected. 

A.The production of Chinese MIG~19s, which was 

-24-
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.reduced sharply· during the Cultural Revolution, 

is now bac~ up to about 20 a·month. This plane 

is roughly equivalent to the U.S. F-lOO. The. 

plant at Shen~ang~formerlY called ~ukdenr!was 
given to China by the Soviets in the· 1950s. 

B. Facili ties at Chengtu are probably me·ant for 

production of the MIG-2l', but there are no firm 

indications .that production has begun. 

C. There are facilities at Sian for the production 

of the TU-16, the Soviet-designed four-engine 

jet medi~' bomber whi'ch the Chinese. have used 

. for air-dropped tests of, thermonuclear d6;vices. 

1. So far, we have seen two· old TU-16s pro

vided by the Soviets, and three new models. 

SANITIZED 
~~.3.SCC.) 

2. ThisTU~16,or Badge~, is similar to the 

U.S. B-47. It can carry up· to 20,000 pounds 

to a· radius of about 1,300 nautical miles 

without refUeli~g~r lighter loads to longer 

ranges. It'is at present the only Chinese 

Communist means of delivering a thermonuclear 

weapon. 

D. The Soviet Union gave the Chinese some surface-

to-~ir missile equipment pripr to 1960, and 
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Communist China at present has 20 to 25 operational 

SAM sites, with emplacements for about 20 more. 

1. They are locateq at major industrial and 

urban· centers, and near advanced weapons 

installations. 

2. These are copies of the Soviet SA-2 Guide

line .sys~em, but there is some evidence that 

the Chinese are engaged in developing anew 

system of their own. 

XV. Finally. the Chinese Communist Arm'l!jWith abo.ut 

2,300,000 rnen'l'is the largest land army in the ·world. 

A. In the absence of opposi.tion from ei.ther the 

Soviet union or the United States, the Chinese 

B. 

Army could overrun its smaller neighbors in Asia, 

or pose a serious threat to India. 

1. There are 162 divisions~-two thirds of them 

infantry. Deployment, near coastal areas 

along the Korean border, has remained fairly 

stable since the Korean War. 

Modernization and mechanization of fox-ces began 

sum D .' 'at the outset of the 'Korean War. It has continued 

C-~. 1.5(') at a gradual pace, but the Chinese Communist Army 

is still well belQw u.S. and Soviet standards 

for firepower and mobility. 
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